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Kurbo metallic expansion joints are device containing one or more bellows. They are installed in pipe 

work and duct systems to prevent damage caused by thermal growth, vibration, pressure thrust and 

other mechanical forces. Kurbo metallic expansion joints are available in many different designs, 

shapes and materials in order to absorb axial, lateral, angular movement and concurrent movements.

Provided that they are corrected chosen and installed in a professional manner, 

Kurbo metallic expansion joints are: 

Bellows Movements

• pressure resistant

• vacuum tight      

• temperature resistant           

• corrosion proof      

• maintenance free   

• durable and reliable        

• economical     

KURBO BELLOWS TYPE 
METAL EXPANSION JOINT

Axial Movements

The dimensional shortening or lengthening of an expansion 

joint along its longitudinal axis

Lateral Movement 

The relative displacement  of the two ends of  expansion

joint perpendicular to its longitudinal axis. 

Referred  to as lateral  offset,  lateral  deflection,  parallel 

misalignment, transverse movement.

Angular Movement 

The displacement of longitudinal axis of expansion joint from 

its initial straight line position into a circular arc. Referred to 

as angular rotation, rotational movement

Torsional Movement

 The twisting of one end of the expansion joint with respect 

to the other end about its longitudinal axis. 

Kurbo discourages any torsional  rotation  of  metal bellows 

expansion  joints. Torsion destabilizes an  expansion joint 

reducing its ability to contain pressure and absorb movement

Rated Movement

The maximum amount of movement (axial compression, 

axial extension, lateral deflection, angular rotation,  or any 

combination thereof) which an expansion joint is capable of 

absorbing

Axial Lateral Angular
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Bellows Profile

Kurbo manufactures single-wall, multi-wall, heavy-wall metal bellows in many materials and thickness.

Materials of Bellows

The basic constituent   element of expansion bellows can be specified, taking into consideration the 

movement, pressure, temperature, service life and corrosion rate required.

Our standard material for the circular expansion bellows is austenitic steel like AISI 304, 316 and 321. 

In addition,  other special Nickel  based  alloy material,  like as Inconel, Incoloy, Monel and Hasteloy can 

be applied on the service of aggressive fluid.

Basically, austenitic steel is resistant to  both high temperature and an aggressive media. It has good 

mechanical properties as well when it comes to the effect of continuous motion in axial, lateral and 

angular direction

Bellows Design

The design of bellows is very complex. It involves  an evaluation of pressure capability, both internal 

and external, stress due to deflection, fatigue life, spring forces and instability(squirm). The determina-

tion of an acceptable design is further complicated by the numerous variables involved such as diam-

eter, convolution thickness, pitch, height, number of plies of material, method of reinforcement, manu-

facturing technique, material and heat treatment.

Cycle Life 

The cycle life of bellows is proportional to the sum of the meridional pressure stress(EJMA stress S4) 

and total meridional deflection stress(EJMA stress S6). The ability of bellows to carry pressure is limited 

by the S4. This is an important bending stress that is located in the side wall of the convolution running 

in the longitudinal direction. When a bellows deflects, the motion is absorbed by deformation of side 

walls of each convolution. The associated stress caused by this motion is the S6. This stress is the 

primary bending stress influencing fatigue life.

It is important to specify realistic cycle life as a design consideration when ordering expansion joint. In 

many cases, design for application involves compromise of normally conflicting requirements: high 

pressure usually necessitates thick wall bellows, while low forces and high cyclic fatigue life require thin 

flexible bellows.

Single-wall bellows

Heavy-wall bellows

Principle for operation of a bellows 

corrugation

Toroidal Shape

Multi-wall bellows 
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